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The paper $ivea an account of measurements on the ~ I s t f v e  
inteneities of the RayIeigh and the Raman lines in the scsttsring by eoma 
typical liquids, namely, C6H,, CCI,, SiC14, CHGls and CEBr,. 
1. Introduction. 
Considerable amount of theoretical work has recently been 
done by Manneback,' Placzek,' Bhsgavaat.amn and others on 
the relative intensities of the Raman and Rayleigh lines in light 
scattering. The experimental data, however, on the subject a= 
very meagre, and it is proposed in the present paper to give t be 
results of an experimental investigation on the intenvitiesof the 
different lines in the light scatteriug by some liquids. 
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